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A year of expectations
for Chichester
I cannot start this newsletter without referring to the sad news of the death of
Tim Rooth, our President, who passed away on 2nd January. For over 40 years
Tim championed what was best for Chichester and it is incumbent on the
Chichester Society to honour Tim by continuing to fight for a better city. I found
Tim to be modest, self-effacing, and a true gentleman who wore his obvious
intellect very lightly. Not only the Chichester Society but the city as a whole will
be the poorer for his passing. A full obituary appears later in the newsletter.
As I write (at the end of January) we are already in consultation mode as
the District Council has published the draft of A Vision for Chichester. The
Chichester Society will be making a formal response. The six-week public
consultation period ends on 19 March so I would encourage readers, if they
haven’t already done so, to make their views known.

19 Tim Rooth: a tribute

This year will see the further development of ideas and plans for the Southern
Gateway and we will be keeping a close eye on this as more information is
made available.

20 Support our advertisers!

The machinations of the A27 will undoubtedly loom large in 2017 whether or not
there is a re-run of last year’s consultation.
More generally we will continue to monitor housing developments, great or
small, to influence the need for quality in design, especially in the strategic
development locations.

Member of Civic Voice,
the charity for the civic
movement in England

Rest assured that your officers and Executive Committee members will be
watching and continuing to inform you through the pages of the Newsletter.
Richard Childs

www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THOSE RESPONSIBLE FOR
IMPROVING THIS STREET SIGN
Your December Newsletter reported that an aging street sign on Old Market Avenue needed urgent ‘TLC’
and asked whether over-lapping municipal responsibilities might explain this instance of poor highways
maintenance. ChiSoc member Gillian Combes
later told us ‘a few days after I read my Newsletter
I saw the sign had been replaced by a clean,
smart new one…’.
As our photo shows, the City Council’s sign (note
the civic crest) is indeed new and very smart.
However, the photo also shows paving around the
tree has yet to be repaired. Thanks therefore to
the City Council. But who will now sort the paving?
Right: a new road sign, complete with city crest;
shame about the broken paving.
Photo: Bob Wiggins.

USING BUSES TO PROMOTE OUR NATIONAL PARK
It’s a great thing that buses can be repainted so easily these days. In place of the naff trying-too-hard
marketing slogan ‘Travel 60’s style’ and painting to resemble an old vinyl cover, we now have five buses
painted green with the South Downs National Park featured. This surely promotes the service to people who
want to use the bus to get to the National Park, with walks starting from Lavant, Singleton and Midhurst as
well as the South Downs Way itself.

Photo David Wilson
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THE CHISOC
CROSSWORD
The theme is Chichester’s
street names

Across
1		 There’s a screen on this
street (7)
5		 A Church head (5)
6		 Not a legal path to tread (7)
9		 An apostolic way (8)
12		 Stretch your neck to find this
way (5)
13		 A place to sell your wares
(6)
14		 Of the palace route (7)
16		 Arm bone (4)
17		 Passport, e.g. (2)
18		 Sparkling wine (4)
19		 A Chapel resides here (7)

Down
2 A fabric connection? (12)
3		 Districts, zones (5)
4		 Rise high up along this way
(5)
7		 A Christian martyr branches
off a Chapel (9)
8		 A collection of fruiting trees
(7)
10 Date or coconut tree (4)
11		 A City entrance ripe for
development (9)
15 Period between 1485 and
1603 (5)
17		 Hostelry (3)

Compiled by Bob Wiggins

Across:
1 New Park 5 Abbot 6 Crooked 9 St
Peters 12 Crane 13 Market 14 Pallant 16
Ulna 17 ID 18 Cava 19 St Johns
Down:
2 Woolstaplers 3 Areas 4 Tower 7 St
Cyriacs 8 Orchard 10 Palm 11 Southgate 15 Tudor 17 Inn

ANSWERS:

Read earlier editions on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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TIM PEAKE – AN EXTRAORDINARY JOURNEY
ChiSoc Member Greg Dorey attended the official opening
at Chichester’s Novium Museum.
By the time you read this, the exhibition on ‘Tim
Peake – an Extraordinary Journey’ will have been
open at Chichester’s Novium Museum for some
three months (but don’t worry – there are still
another nine months at least to go). It opened to
the public (admission free) on 15 December, the
first anniversary of Tim’s launch into space from
Kazakhstan on a Soyuz rocket. I was privileged
to attend the official opening of the exhibition the
previous night on behalf of ChiSoc – where there
was also a chance to meet Tim’s father Nigel, who
with wife Angela has backed and worked on this
initiative.
Son of Chi
Tim is almost certainly Chichester’s most famous
son at present. He grew up here, attending
Westbourne Primary School and Chichester High
School for Boys, before enrolling in Sandhurst
and graduating into the Army. But not even his
family could have foreseen that he would end up
as the first British European Space Agency (ESA)
astronaut – Nigel uses the word “surreal” a lot
when describing recent events. Tim has committed
to visiting the exhibition when he can.
Scope of the Exhibition
Not everyone is a fan of the exterior of The Novium.
But the interior is a very flexible space which
Chichester is lucky to have available – and the

designers have made excellent use of it for the
exhibition. There is a huge amount to learn here
– about the Soyuz rocket and the International
Space Station; about training for the mission and
life on board (living, eating, working and sleeping);
about Tim’s spacewalk and the many experiments
conducted in space (plenty with potential benefits
for us on earth). Six months’ hard work went into
creating all this.
Activities
The displays are very child-friendly and studentfriendly too. The excitement begins when we step
into The Novium’s lift, which has been transformed
into the Soyuz rocket – complete with sound
effects. Then, when you have been “blasted” up
into the “outer space” exhibition level, there are
plenty of interactive activities to engage visitors
which include trying on a space suit (children only)
or experiencing life inside Tim’s sleeping chamber.
You can even see the actual suit which Tim wore
for his Soyuz journey. Interactive shows are run by
museum staff every Saturday.
STEM subjects
Courtesy of the exhibition sponsors Air Products,
Irwin Mitchell Private Wealth and Vanderbilt
Homes, “sleepover” places at The Novium have
been awarded via a writing competition to some
300 fortunate children – a twist on one of the
museum’s popular overnight activities. And aside
from Cathy Hakes, The Novium Director, and her
staff and Nigel Peake, credit for this exhibition must
also be given to the ESA, the UK Space Agency
and the UK Association for Science and Discovery
Centres. A major aim is to inspire children to take a
closer look at science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) as subjects to study. There
is a range of associated outreach activities, loan
boxes and hands-on workshops for schools.
Dark Skies over the Downs

Pupils from Westbourne Primary School in the
“rocket” lift
Page 4

The Novium will also be working with the South
Downs National Park, helping celebrate its recent
designation as the world’s 11th International Dark
Skies Reserve and inspiring families to explore the
starry skies above the Downs.

Read earlier editions on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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Blending old and new
See www.thenovium.org/timpeake for more information.
And if you are new to this little gem of a museum, don’t
miss the other key attractions which offer the opportunity
to see the old blended with the new – the Roman bath
house and gallery; the Racton Man Bronze Age skeleton;
and the display on Admiral Sir George Murray, another of
Chichester’s famous sons. (But not as famous as Tim!)
WE ARE NOT ALONE
At this time, when international relations between
NATO and Russia are so poor, it is striking to recognise
the immense amount of cooperation taking place in
the context of the International Space Station (ISS).
Following the termination of the US Space Shuttle
Programme, Russian rockets are the only way of
reaching the ISS. Tim Peake travelled in Soyuz with a
Russian and an American cosmonaut and they were
greeted on arrival by the ISS crew of two Russians and
an American. Collaboration on board was excellent.
Understandably, Tim supports an initiative to award the
Nobel Peace Prize to the ISS.
Your correspondent and Tim, a little thinner
after his journey

General view of the Novium’s Exhibition area
All photos: Peter Langdown
Read earlier editions on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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RESTORING TWO OF CHICHESTER’S
ICONIC BUILDINGS
A challenging project as Peter Roberts, Chichester City
Council Property Manager, explains
As part of its role as custodian of the Council
House and Market Cross, two of the most historic
and architecturally significant buildings in the
City, Chichester City Council resolved in 2015 to
undertake restoration works to both properties.
In compliance with Historic England guidelines
the City Council appointed Richard Glover MRICS
to undertake a full survey of both buildings and
prepare a detailed specification of works, with
marked-up drawings. The survey was completed in
October 2015 using a cherry picker to provide safe
access for close inspection.
Historic England then provided Listed Building and
Scheduled Monument Consents which allowed a
tendering process, with the contract for the works
awarded to Traditional Stone Ltd, a West Sussex
company near Horsham.
Chichester’s Market Cross looking wonderful after its
renovation Photo: John Wichers

The Council House
Richard and I jointly supervised Traditional Stone
as they carried out a ‘conservation clean’ of
the stone and brickwork to the west elevations
(facing onto North Street), using what’s technically
known as a “Doff” cleaning system. This method
of cleaning uses relatively low pressure but high
temperatures to remove and kill any biological
growth on the surface of the stone: as a result no
chemicals need to be used.
With stone and brickwork clean, open joints were
re-pointed, areas of friable material ‘shelter
coated’ and any significant areas of damaged or
missing stone repaired. We decided to maximise
the opportunities provided by the scaffold and
attend to other parts of the structure; the City
Council’s property team redecorated the fascia,
soffits, gutters and downpipes. All works to the
Council House were completed during the first
week in July 2016.
The Market Cross
We used the same “Doff” cleaning system for
the Cross and when completed tackled areas of
Caen and Clipsham stone that had eroded over
the years. Erosion leaves pockets where water
can sit and freeze in cold weather, causing further
damage to the stone. All open joints were filled with
a lime, sand and stone dust mix to prevent water
ingression. A sympathetic coloured coating was
applied to heavily eroded areas of stone that will
extend the life of some of the more detailed historic
features.
The weather vane
A major part of our work on Market Cross was to
re-erect the weather vane that had been removed
about three years ago. This was because cracks
were developing in the stone work - technically
speaking in the socle/neck and orb below the
weather vane. A new stone neck was fitted on
top of the cupola with the original stone ball, now
repaired, sitting above. The repaired and redecorated weather vane was then placed on top.

Page 6
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It was repainted and gilded by Ian Harris
who also carried out the previous restoration
in the 1970s. (Ian spoke with John Wichers
about this- see next page). To complete
this restoration we arranged for new metal
pennants to replace the missing ones on the
stone pinnacles at the corners of the parapet.
These were fabricated by CP Steelworks
of Selsey with decorations by traditional
sign-writer Wayne Osborne of Midhurst. To
complete the works, Wayne added a new
covering of 24ct gold leaf to all four clock
faces. When the scaffold was removed in midNovember it confirmed the restoration was
complete, just in time for the Christmas lights
to go up!
The weather vane, repainted by Ian Harris, now sits proudly atop the Market Cross. See article next page.
Photo with thanks to Chichester Observer and the City Council

Mission completed
All works were completed on schedule and within budget, and signed off by Historic England. An important
objective for the City Council and Historic England has been to achieve a balance between keeping the
patina of age, removing years of dirt and grime and preserving the integrity of these structures for future
generations. This has been achieved. Moreover the City Council has received positive feedback from
everyone, residents as well as visitors.

The Council House, even more impressive after cleaning the facade. Photo: John Wichers
Read earlier editions on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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A HAPPY OUTCOME
FOR THE MARKET
CROSS WEATHERVANE
John Wichers discovers an
amazing coincidence behind
this restoration
Those of you who have recently passed by and admired
the Market Cross with its freshly-scrubbed and intricately
carved limestone blocks, will have noticed the equally
pristine appearance of the clock faces, the pennants and
above all, the crowning glory of the weathervane.
The Weathervane comes down
There is a curious and hitherto unpublished story behind
the renovation of this weathervane – a project which
started some time back. You may remember that two
years ago, or thereabouts, the vane was removed by the
City Council as it had become increasingly damaged
by the elements. It was taken down and stored, awaiting
the day when renovation of the Market Cross could be
completed.
The other day, I interviewed Ian Harris, the man
responsible for the weathervane’s current renovation
and he told me this remarkable story. ‘Some eighteen
months back I took some out-of-town friends around
Chichester’s sights, taking in the Council House where,
over the years, I had done a lot of decorative work on
the walls and ceilings. Whilst there, I casually mentioned
to my friends that once, a long time ago, I had also
been commissioned by the Council to re-furbish the
weathervane on the Market Cross!’

Nearly 46 years ago: Ian Harris, right, is
installing the newly painted weathervane with
Ken Child who restored the Market Cross
stonework. East Street is below.
This image, courtesy of Ian Harris, is scanned
from a photo published in the West Sussex
Gazette for 22 April 1971.

A chance in a million
At that precise moment one of the Council’s
staff happened to be passing by and
overheard Ian’s remark: ‘Are you really
the man who did that? Oh, my goodness!
I must tell the Town Clerk – he has been
searching all over for someone to refurbish
that weathervane.’ Sure enough, Ian was
quickly approached and agreed to take on the
restoration.

Ian Harris keeps his artistic hand in at his Chichester
home. Photo: John Wichers
Page 8

I found this particular happenstance so
intriguing, it really needed to be told on its own.
Not often, I suppose, that a sign-writer gets
to renew his own work forty years on and the
manner of his selection was almost … well ordained?

Read earlier editions on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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HOW MANLY IS THE MANHOOD?

We look at unusual place names around Chichester and
Richard Childs clarifies a possible misunderstanding
There is a misconception held by some people that the Manhood Peninsula is so called because of its thrusting
protuberance into the English Channel with Selsey at its extremity. Regrettably the truth is more prosaic.
The Manhood is an area which today includes the parishes of Birdham, Earnley, East Wittering, Selsey,
Sidlesham, West Itchenor, and West Wittering. Collectively these parishes were known as the Hundred of
Manhood. A hundred was a subdivision of a county for administrative and judicial purposes.
It’s an Anglo-Saxon term and refers to an area that could raise 100 fighting men.
The name Manhood first appears as maene-wudu or manwode, which means common wood or men’s
wood, i.e. common woodland. The woodland remained in common ownership until it was enclosed by act of
parliament in 1793. Over the centuries the name Manhood has had various spellings, usually appearing in print
when cartographers produced new or revised maps of the area. These include Manwed on a map of 1587,
Manhode on a map of 1663 and Manhope on Mordens map of 1695.
The peninsula comprises about 14,000 acres, mainly low-lying and criss-crossed by lanes, roads and small
rivers or rifes such as Bremere, Keynor and Broad rifes. Most of the peninsula’s industry is agricultural with
large areas of glasshouses in Sidlesham. Whether the Manhood can still contribute 100 fighting men is
probably a question best left for a pub discussion.
Manhood Peninsula from Budgen’s map of 1724

Read earlier editions on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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CHICHESTER CATHEDRAL
AS THE PEREGRINES SEE IT
Though in this case a camera was attached to a drone used by aerial
survey specialists Sussex by Air. They were commissioned in 2015 to
take a close look at the cathedral’s exterior structure.
Photo: with thanks to the Cathedral Chapter
Chichester Cathedral is open daily, with free entry:
www.chichestercathedral.org.uk
Read earlier editions on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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CHICHESTER’S LIBRARY HAS
MUCH TO SHOUT ABOUT

County Local Studies Librarian Martin Hayes explains why
Chichester Library is celebrating
Readers of this magazine may know that
Chichester Library was granted listed building
status in 2015; but readers may not be aware just
how much of a story the Library Service has to
tell of the decades before the library opened in
1967 - and that 2017 is the 50th anniversary of that
occasion.
In the beginning
The city’s first public library opened in 1927 in
South Street, just two years after the library service
was created by West Sussex County Council. At
first the library’s main focus was as a facility for
information, informal education and research, with
a Reading Room and Reference Collection open
6 days a week from 11am to 8pm. By contrast the
Lending Library opened only three afternoons a
week, Monday, Wednesday and Friday 2.30pm to
8pm, and Saturdays from 11am. Children under
15 were banned from the Reading Room and not
permitted to borrow from the Lending Library!
By 1929 South Street Library had around 1,600
members who borrowed 40,000 books each year.
By 1933 the library had moved to North Street,

Right, Professor Asa Briggs, Vice Chancellor of Sussex
University and the Reverend HK Gordon Bearman, County
Librarian, at the opening ceremony for Chichester’s new
Library on 24 January 1967.
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above the Buttermarket. But within five years there
were further changes with Reference and Students’
libraries moving to Wren House (now Edes House)
in West Street. Shortly after the war, in 1947,
lending services also moved nearby to 22 West
Street where one of the services was a children’s
library. The range of services expanded during the
1950s when affiliated groups were formed for music
listening, play reading and nature appreciation.
Dreaming of a new library
Post-war reconstruction meant investment in public
services, and it was clear Chichester needed a
new library. The team leading this project included
County Librarian H.K. Gordon Bearman and
County Architect Frank Steele with Rod Funnell the
project architect. Ove Arup were the consultant
engineers, known for their work on the Sydney
Opera House. John G. Snelling Ltd was the
contractor. The specification was high and as an
illustration the walls are lined with marble sourced
from Italy. Final construction cost, excluding
furniture and fittings, was just over £100,000: what
would we pay today?
A new library for a new age
At last, after five years of planning and building
Chichester’s new library was opened on 24th
January 1967 by celebrated historian Asa Briggs,
then Professor at Sussex University. The Library’s
modernist circular architecture was recognised as
exceptional and this was confirmed decades later
when English Heritage awarded Grade II protected
status in June 2015.
All the latest facilities
But of course a library is much more than a
building. When it opened in 1967 the opportunity
was taken to expand existing services and
introduce new ones. A bright attractive Children’s
library was opened; and the Reference Library
was extended with several specialisms - Music
& Drama, Technical and the Sussex Collection.
Several behind-the-scenes elements were also
squeezed into this new building, two being the
County Library HQ, and the Schools Library
Service. Space was at a premium!

Read earlier editions on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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The latest computer technology
The library’s main claim to fame was that it was the country’s first
public library to introduce a computer system for issuing books and
for printing its catalogue. Elliott Automation, with support from a
team at County Hall introduced a tape-based system. Every library
member and each book was given a unique punched card to be
inserted into ‘logic boxes’ with computer tape to record issuing and
returns. Teething problems were considerable in the first few years,
inevitable given the ground-breaking and untried technology. Since
then of course, computer technology has become an indispensable
aspect of the modern library service.
Membership has doubled
In 1967 the Chichester Library had around 15,000 members; today
this has more than doubled to almost 32,000 - who generate around
200,000 visits annually. And in 2014-15 these customers borrowed
305,776 books & other items (to be exact!). That’s a significant
increase since the days of the South Street Library in 1929. But
Tower Street continues to evolve and associated with the loans
and reference work are numerous events arranged by staff and
volunteers. Thank you all for using the library and for making this
iconic 1967 building such a great success.
All photos with thanks to West Sussex County Library Service

Read earlier editions on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk

Above: using the latest computer system
to record book issuing and renewals.
Below: the interior of the Tower Street
Library when newly opened in 1967; this
floor design is now covered by carpet.
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THINKING OUTSIDE THE (WHEELED METAL) BOX
Ideas for Chichester’s bypass are trapped in the 1970s
says Bill Sharp: we need a radical rethink.
Where Are We Now?
None of Chichester’s A27 bypass proposals is a
success. Homes demolished, fields and views ruined,
and wildlife gone. Then there’s the cost – up to £280
million – much from “Community Infrastructure
Levy” funds supposed to benefit locals but instead
earmarked for this blight and, rubbing salt into
wound, prioritising through-traffic over locals who will
face “no right turns” intended to relieve the A27 by,
er, diverting more traffic onto it. No wonder the local
reception has been chilly: from the County Council’s
unenthusiastic ‘commentary’ to uproar in the south.
Yet, despite the destruction and cost, all options
are short-lived. Whichever is chosen, the roads are
predicted to clog up again no later than 2035.
Meanwhile, each scheme tears into existing green
routes. Wherever a footpath or cycleway is reworked,
it’s invariably worse. The Bognor Road foot/cycle
bridge is even removed completely! And how will a
roaring fly-over keep the canal path a more attractive
choice than the car?
Depressingly, the largest roads budget since
the seventies comes with a mindset stuck in the
seventies, when similar thoughtlessness created
similar blight and short-term fixes and, as an
unintended consequence, saw walking and cycling
plummet, with disastrous effects on the nation’s
health.
How Did we get Here?
The problems that brought us here are two-fold.
Firstly there’s the fixation on economic growth.
Councillors and officers repeat the mantra and,

Portsmouth’s Park & Ride service is situated at the City’s
northern entrance. Charges are £4 per vehicle per day.
Photo with thanks to Portsmouth City Council.
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worse, seem wedded to macho ‘hard development’:
outsized sheds, warehouses and housing estates that
could be anywhere. There’s scant acknowledgement
that Chichester district’s “special character” supposedly protected by its Local Plan - is precisely
what gives the district its economic edge. What the
marketers like to call its ‘distinctive offer’ comes
not just from Georgian buildings but also the city’s
compact size, walkability and easy access to its rural
setting and quiet informal recreation.
We should be stressing the quality of life and
prosperity this brings, not growth for growth’s sake.
Even if we must go for growth, we’ve reached a fork
in the road. We can continue to urbanise this rural
district piece by little piece, and pretend we don’t
realize what’s happening. Or we could go for ‘soft
development’, harnessing the quality of life to attract
those who appreciate what’s already here. Not only
tourists but also the likes of software creators, authors
and designers - who don’t commute every day, and
send their wares down wires not roads.
Rolls-Royce
We’ve been warned about trying to have our cake
and eat it, about mixing “special” with “anywhere”.
In 2014, Rolls-Royce commented on a proposal for
their neighbouring fields, saying ‘Rolls-Royce will
effectively be located within a housing estate that
is indistinguishable from any UK urban location;
exactly the situation we sought hard to avoid’. It’s
easy to have ‘issues’ with a car factory plonked in
green fields however mossy the roof. But it’s also
easy to see that a company like Rolls-Royce wouldn’t
have come here if we’d already had ‘anywhere
development’ scattered around, and they might
eventually move on if we continue making selfinflicted wounds. And neither tourists nor low-impact
businesses will find much special to attract them
either. Ultimately, if you try “soft” and it doesn’t work
you can always try “hard”. If you deploy “hard” first,
there’s no plan B.
Highways England’s narrow remit
The other half of the “two-fold problem” lies in
Highways England’s narrow remit. If you only have
a hammer, everything looks like a nail. If you run a
roads problem past Highways, all solutions look like
roadworks. So now all options focus on speeding
up A27 traffic, albeit by a few minutes, and all fail to
deliver other policies - public transport, walking and
cycling, more home working.

Read earlier editions on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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Where could we go instead?
Let’s ponder if a similar amount of money to what’s
on the table could be used to more lasting benefit.
Consider:
• Park and Ride Our councils didn’t press for P&R.
So we just don’t know how much P&R might help.
• New Selsey Tram Today’s congestion could be
vastly reduced by a modern version of the tram.
Namely, a dedicated route for local journeys,
requiring just one A27 underpass (or bridge) to
escape the existing traffic conflict. (Some of the old
route is gone, but alternatives exist.)
• Autonomous Pods The pods currently shuffling
around Heathrow Airport are to be trialled in four UK
cities. Why not Chichester next; running the route of
the “New Selsey Tram” or as modern shuttles for the
park and ride.
• Smarter New Developments Developers spend
huge amounts to “improve” the roads. Why not
instead fund car clubs and on-site facilities which
reduce the need to travel?
• Building on City Centre Car Parks as suggested
by the Cathedral Cities in Peril report. The idea
needs caution, but if the alternative is millions on a
temporary fix?
• Green Routes The Selsey road is positively
dangerous. Residents have been campaigning for

a safe cycle route for over two decades! They’ve
recently had it costed … at roughly the price of a
single roundabout on the A27! Infrastructure like
the Selsey Greenway can greatly reduce motorised
traffic off the Manhood Peninsula, not to mention
stimulate low-impact tourism. But where’s the
political will?
Are these ideas pie in the sky? We’ll never know,
because Highways England wasn’t asked to
investigate anything other than roadworks, so
guaranteeing we get “improvements” that are short
term – and in 15 short years we will have to plough
more money into yet more roadworks – funded by yet
more blight.
Is There Light at the End of the Tunnel?
I said earlier that the problem is two-fold. In fact it is
three-fold. The third problem is ourselves. If anything
of lasting benefit is to emerge from the present mess,
we must take a hard look not only at other peoples’
travel choices, but also our own. Can Chichester
rise to the challenge? It definitely can. But for that to
happen, we must all come together to call for smarter
options. If we don’t do that now, the Northern Bypass
will come back to haunt us in a short 15 years’ time.
And the Selsey Greenway still won’t be built!
An expanded version of this article may be read on
the Society’s website at chichestersociety.org.uk

Would a concrete road bridge across the Chichester Canal discourage walking and cycling here?
Photo: Copyright Chichester Ship Canal Trust

Read earlier editions on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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THE CHICHESTER CITY CLUB
– A VENERABLE INSTITUTION
Richard Childs outlines the club’s history
Just over halfway down North
Pallant on the west side, there
is a duck egg blue door. Next to
the door is a well-polished brass
plaque announcing that this is the
home of the Chichester City Club.
The City Club is an institution of
considerable antiquity whose
origins are inextricably mixed
with the fortunes of Chichester
Cathedral in the mid 19th century.
In 1859 Walter Hook became
Dean of Chichester. He arrived
at a time when considerable
building work was being
undertaken not only on the
cathedral but also on the
Deanery, which necessitated
him living in South Street for the
best part of a year. He moved
back into the Deanery in 1861, a
fateful year in the history of the
cathedral as it was the year the
spire collapsed.
For the following seven years
Hook’s principal focus was on the

restoration of the cathedral and
its spire. For those seven years
the cathedral echoed with the
noise of hundreds of workmen
rebuilding the edifice.
Dean Hook sets up a club
Hook was acutely aware that the
builders, when not at work could
easily end up in one of the city’s
many pubs spending their wages
on beer and possibly other social
evils. He determined to provide
a place where workmen could
enjoy socialising away from the
pubs. He therefore established
the Chichester Working Men’s
Club and Institute in premises in
the North Pallant in 1863.
Between 1863 and 1897, the
history of the Club is unknown
because all the records were
destroyed in a fire at the assistant
secretary’s house. However, at
some date between 1879 and
1897 the title of the Club was
changed to The Chichester City

Walter Hook, Dean of Chichester
Cathedral 1859 - 1875.
From: Chichester Cathedral: an
historical survey, Mary Hobbs 1994

Club. The Club was in no way a
rival to the Chichester Literary
and Philosophical Society or the
Mechanics’ Institute. The City
Club was essentially recreational.
All these institutions played an
important role in the social life of
Chichester.

The City Club on North Pallant. Photo: John Wickers
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A teetotal space
A book of rules dated 1879 reveals that there were
facilities for reading newspapers and periodicals
and for playing games from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Gambling, dogs and intoxicants were prohibited;
the use of bad language, offensive behaviour to
another member, and the wilful infringement of
any of the rules could lead to expulsion. But after
1900 circumstances began to change and the sale
of alcohol brought changes to the opening hours
of the Club. Sunday evening opening hours were
introduced from March 1921 until October 1948.
The Great War
During the First World War the Club helped by
collecting for war charities and giving comfort
to the troops. Wounded soldiers were offered
Honorary Membership. A memorial clock,
recording the names of Club Members who
gave their lives in the Great War, was unveiled in
the presence of the Mayor of Chichester on 11th
November 1919, and is still on display in the Club
today.
Membership is widened
From 1949 onwards various attempts were made
to open membership of the Club to ladies but

this was not achieved until 1961 when Associate
Membership was introduced that granted ladies
access to the Pallant Bar. Access to all Club
facilities arrived in 2003 with rule changes granting
full membership for ladies.
Expanding facilities
More recent changes have included an extension
added in 1982 to create the present dining and
entertainment area. A plaque on the wall reads
To commemorate the opening of the extension by
the Very Reverend R T Holtby, Dean of Chichester,
on September 25th1982. This part of the Club was
formerly a little garden, which Members had to
cross to go to the outside toilets!
Today the City Club has in-house entertainment
and many activities taking place on weeknights as
well as at weekends, in addition to sports from golf
to cribbage. For information about the City Club
visit its website at www.chichestercityclub.co.uk

Construction workers rebuild the Cathedral’s
collapsed spire in the 1860s. The top-hatted person
at right is architect Sir George Gilbert Scott.
From Chichester Cathedral: an historical survey,
Mary Hobbs 1994.
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CENTURION WAY – WHERE NEXT?
David Wilson reports there are proposals to extend
Centurion Way beyond West Dean
The extension of Centurion Way to West Dean was opened in
December 2015, and seemed to many at the time to have limited
value, as the extension stopped abruptly at the West Dean Tunnel.
It was very tempting to discount any further extension taking place,
despite optimistic statements from the National Park Authority.
Consultants appointed
However, it turns out that this was wrong. On 26 May 2016 the
Policy and Programme Committee recommended spending
£150,000 on a design study which would take the path on to link
with the South Downs Way at the top of Cocking Hill. The £150,000
is in the nature of a ‘sprat to catch a mackerel’, as a successful
design and planning study would enable the SDNP to draw on
£2m of government funds, the estimated cost of implementing
the extension. The full Authority approved the recommendation
on 23 June and tenders were sent in by 7th September. The firm of
Consultants, Schofield Lothian, started work in November last.
Some tunnels are bat sanctuaries
The biggest problem is the West Dean tunnel. However, there is
already a longer cycleway tunnel on a cycleway, at Combe Down
near Bath which has some of its lighting controlled by motion sensors
(http://www.twotunnels.org.uk/passage.html ). The other tunnels on
the prospective Centurion Way north of Singleton are bat sanctuaries
and will need to be by-passed. A bridge at Littlewood Farm about
a mile north of Singleton will need re-instating, and access points
provided at Singleton station (opposite the entrance to West Dean
Gardens) and at the end of route on the South Downs Way. Then of
course, the overgrown track needs clearing and surfacing …

The route of the proposed extension
from West Dean, north to the South
Downs Way
Map: David Wilson

The Centurion Way foot and cycle path currently
ends at this blocked tunnel at West Dean.
Photo: David Wilson
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A TRIBUTE TO TIM ROOTH
WHO LOVED THIS CITY
Executive Committee Member John Templeton
honours a life dedicated to Chichester

Our President and first secretary, Professor Tim Rooth, passed away on 2 January aged 77 after a long battle
with a rare form of eye cancer. Throughout his last months he continued to work tirelessly for the city’s
environment and for his fellow citizens. As Chairman of the Orchard Street and Old Somerstown Residents’
Association he spoke passionately at three meetings of the District Council planning committee on the risks
to the city’s children from pollution if the phase 1 development at Whitehouse Farm led to all construction
traffic being channelled along Orchard Street and St Paul’s Road.
A Sussex man
Tim grew up in East Sussex
and after a diverse range of
jobs including banking, gold
mining and brewing, he studied
economics and economic
history at Hull University where
he obtained a BSc (Econ.) and
a PhD, as well as a Dip Ed
from Birmingham University.
He spent most of his working
life at Portsmouth Polytechnic/
University of Portsmouth,
and was awarded Emeritus
Professor of Modern Economic
History. He published in a wide
range of academic journals
as well as two non-academic
books- firstly on the life of an
ancestor: A Fatal Duel: The
Fugitive’s Story and Saving the
City: the Chichester Society in
the 1970’s.
A Chi resident since 1967
Tim and his wife Iris moved
to Chichester in 1967 and
settled in Orchard Street
opposite a terrace of Georgian
cottages which were then
demolished in readiness for a
dual carriageway ring road.
Concerned at the increasing
threat to the city from the
ring road proposals and a
major commercial and retail
development at Chapel Street/
Crane Street, he heeded a
call for action from local artist
David Goodman at a packed
public meeting held in the

Assembly Rooms on 1 October
1973. At a following meeting
on 5 November the Chichester
Society was born, with David as
Chairman and Tim as Secretary.
Tim was at the heart of the
society during its formative
years. These included the
Great Cathedral Meeting in
June 1974 which attracted
around 1,500 irate citizens and
achieved national publicity; a
swift and successful campaign
for two pedestrian crossings
on Orchard Street; and the
Eastgate Sit-in where Tim
and others occupied a row of
terraced houses for a fortnight
in an attempt to prevent the
Eastgate gyratory system. Tim
described those turbulent early
years in his above mentioned
book which was published in
2015 and is still available from
the Society.
ChiSoc President 2015
Due to work commitments
Tim handed over the baton as
secretary to Jane Colbourne but
continued to keep a watchful
eye on the major changes to
the city. He was elected a Vice
President in 2013 and President
in 2015. With his academic
connections he contributed to
the Chichester branch of the
Historical Society; as a local
resident he chaired the Orchard
Street and Old Somerstown

Read earlier editions on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk

Residents’ Association and
he campaigned for decades
to prevent the loss of playing
fields behind his house, a
goal achieved in 2016 with the
opening of the Brewery Field.
With strong views and
convictions, Tim was always
unfailingly courteous and a loyal
friend and colleague. As our
President he did not hold back
when wishing to offer his advice
to the executive committee
on controversial issues. In the
final chapter of his book he
emphasised the importance of
sharing experiences with other
civic societies, working with
other local bodies and fostering
contacts with councillors and
officers.
I first met Tim when I replied to
an invitation in the Chichester
Observer in November 1973 to
join a new Chichester Society.
Although living and working
in London I immediately
signed up as a life member
and we remained friends and
colleagues up to his untimely
death, meeting for coffee every
few weeks to discuss various
issues. Few of Tim’s colleagues
were aware of his illness so
it was a real shock to hear
of his passing. We offer our
deepest sympathies to Iris, to his
daughter Geraldine, grandson
Henry and to all his family.
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HELP
GUARANTEE
THE SOCIETY’S
FUTURE!

By remembering the
Chichester Society
when arranging future
bequests you’ll help
continue this
City’s civic traditions.
Your gift will really
make a difference! See
Back page for contact
information or access
the Society’s website
at
chichestersociety
.org.uk

The Canal Centre is one of the most beautiful locations
in Chichester to relax and watch the water activities.
•
•
•
•

Hot & cold refreshments
Daily canal boat trips
Angling and rowing
Walking and cycling down
the 4 mile towpath.

Call 01243 771363
www.chichestercanal.org.uk

2017 OPENING TIMES
from Friday 17th February

We are delighted to re-open in early
Spring now that we have our cosy
inside seating area.
We will be offering homemade daily
specials alongside our normal menu.

THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY
Founder: David Goodman
Patron: The Mayor of Chichester
Vice President: Joy Crawshaw

Chairman: Richard Childs
Vice Chairman: Bill Sharp
Secretary: Anthony Quail
Treasurer: Bob Wiggins
Executive Committee:
Andrew Bain, Danielle Charbonneau,
Rodney Chambers, Greg Dorey,
Roger Hobbs, Cedric Mitchell, Trevor
Redman, Grace Taylor, John Templeton,
John Wichers and David Wilson.
Chairman, Newsletter editorial
panel: Richard Childs Submissions to:
newsletter@chichestersociety.org.uk
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MEMBERSHIP
Single membership: £8 by standing
order or £11 by cheque payable to the
Chichester Society.
Joint membership: £12 by standing
order or £15 by cheque.
Life membership (60 years and over):
£120 single and £160 joint.
Under 18 years: £4.
Corporate membership: £100 (one-off).
Applications for membership
and annual subscriptions to the
Membership Secretary, John Wichers
at 1 St Martin’s Square Chichester
PO19 1NW. Tel: (01243) 778976.
Email: john@wichers.plus.com
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